Senior Information Security Technical Consultant – Relocation Not Required
Are you ready to join a company that will care about you and treat you like family! JANUS Associates, Inc. is
seeking highly motivated, experienced senior information security technical personnel who have the ability to
conduct security audits and assessments for clients. We exist to help our clients protect their information and you
should feel that passion too.
JANUS is the longest operating specialty information security consulting firm in America. We are headquartered in
Stamford, Connecticut and focus intensely on the security, data privacy, forensics, and business recovery needs of
our clients. With strong attention to detail and excellence in customer-care, JANUS assists clients in protecting
against 21st century threats while helping them improve their business posture while minimizing risks. Since 1988
JANUS has been at the forefront of preventing exploitation of our clients and is dedicated to high ethics, providing
sound business strategy, identification of issues, and advice to our clients.
You should have a desire to help protect customer computer and business environments. Curiosity and the ability
to look beyond the obvious as well as strong understanding of security architecture are highly desirable
traits. Capability to learn JANUS methodology, rapidly assimilate technical information, methodologies, and
testing approaches, keeping up-to-date with changing security needs, and correctly using tools well are required.
You must be able to make independent visits to client sites for purposes of assessing and assisting in areas relative
to your technical and project specialties, participate in client on-site project planning, and interface with all levels
of client technical management to conduct assessments and review designs, integrate new solutions, and prepare
findings, recommendations, and action plans.
You must be able to think strategically, be innovative, demonstrate ability to work independently, and want to be
part of a real team. You should have sound technical judgment for effective analysis of client needs and you must
be able to conceive and recommend alternative practices for technical problems to maximize results and minimize
client risk. This position requires organizational skills, dealing with complex and difficult technical and procedural
methods, and ability to communicate clearly orally and in written work.
Skills:









You should be able to demonstrate a sound foundation in network security and IP protocols as related to
the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model
You must demonstrate a general understanding of security topics including application and/or network
security
You must be able to identify, prioritize, and articulate risks that face our clients in their environments
You must have a strong foundation in one or more of the following:
 Ethical Hacking and Security testing tools including Nessus, AppScan, OWASP, etc.
 Network security architecture
 Privacy and Information Security compliance
Strong verbal and written communication skills
Ability to thrive in highly dynamic, customer driven environment
Good people skills

General responsibilities will include:
1. Functioning as technical security specialist on projects.
2. Assisting clients in analyzing technical environment, helping them understand information security
problems and methods of solving each.

3.

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Conducting technical gap analyses of client environments compared with accepted security frameworks
and compliance requirements such as OWASP, NIST 800-53, HIPAA, PCI DSS, ISO 27002, GLBA, NERC, or
IRS.
Performing with high professional standards and appropriate conduct at customer sites with minimal
supervision.
Preparation of technical reports containing information security test results and analysis and completing
all required written reports with low level of supervision required (during initial entry period and ability to
function with no supervision after).
Capable of growing into leadership role for complex projects.
Completing all required written reports with low levels of supervision.
Capable of preparing and giving client presentations and briefings.
Performing additional duties as required.

Criminal and background check will be required.
Experience:
Minimum 6-8 years progressively responsible experience and/or research in technical/application security
environments.
Education:
Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science/Engineering or equivalent. In lieu of Bachelor’s Degree, equivalent
experience will be considered.
Travel:
Domestic travel will be approximately 25 - 30% of the time.
Benefits:
In addition to salary, JANUS offers generous vacation, paid holidays, medical/dental/life/disability insurance,
401(k), and technical training opportunities.
Application Requirements
If you are interested in applying for this opportunity, please upload your resume and a cover letter including your
salary requirements and explain why you are the ideal candidate.
Please, no recruiters or phone calls. Contact: (email resumes preferred)
Lyle A. Liberman
JANUS Associates, Inc.
4 High Ridge Park
Stamford, CT 06905
lylel@janusassociates.com

